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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 
1. SECTION-A is coMPULSORY consisting of TEN questions carrying TWO marks 

each. 
2. SECTION-B contains FIVE questions carrying FIVE marks each and students 

have to attempt any FOUR questions. 
SECTION-C contains THREE questions carrying TEN marks each and students 

3. 

have to attempt any TWO questions. 

SECTION-A 

1. Answer briefly: 

a. What are advantages of OOP? 

b. Define Static member function. 

C. Define Encapsulation. 

d. What does dynamic initialization mean? 

e. List various rules of operator overloading. 

f List two usage of scope resolution operator. 

What is pointer to object? 

h. Define copy constructor. 

i. Define run time error. 

What does the keyword 'protected mean in Inheritance? 
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SECTION-B 

WIe a C+ (using classes) program to generate Fibonacci series using recursion witn 

member function. 
2. 

3. Explain about the various types of access specifiers are used in Ct 

. Write program to overload << and >> operators in complex numbers. 

5. Write a program to access the private data of a class by using Friend Function. 

6. Discuss about the importance of try, catch and throw keywords. 

SECTION-C 

What are different decision control statements in C++? Give syntax and example of each 
using a suitable C++ program. 

7. 

Write a C++ program for swapping two mumbers using call by value, call by reference 
and call by pointer. 

8. 

9. Write a Short note on: 

a. Parametrized constructors 

b. Early vs late binding with the heip of example. 

NOTE: Disclosure of Identity by writing Mobile No. or Making of passing request on any page of Answer Sheet will lead to UMC against the Student. 


